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Diplomatic representative
products
An impeccable image and irreproachable outward
appearance are essential when it comes to the appropriate
representation of your country for official representation
purposes, expositions, press conferences, etc.
Brandspot has a long-established reputation for
providing customised advice and for supplying highly
qualitative display and promotional items that appropriately
represent what you stand for.
European institutions, embassies, national representations
and organisations, in Brussels as well as worldwide, rely
on our top-quality products and services.
Our warehouse and showroom near Brussels Airport in
Belgium, facilitates the production and global distribution
of Brandspot products.

Indoor flagpoles

A professional solution
for official flags
Brandspot’s indoor flagpole is ideal for displaying
official flags in a stylish manner. It’s perfectly suited for
town halls, embassies, reception areas and official
ceremonies.
The base can be ordered in gold or silver versions.
The round base can hold either 1, 2, 3 or 5 different
flagpoles. This indoor flagpole is suitable for all
municipal, provincial and national flags.

Standard gold 1 pole

DIPLO silver 1 pole

All national flags can be ordered from Brandspot!
All member states flags of the European Union are
available from stock, other flags can be made to order.

ADVANTAGES

DIPLO gold 1 pole

The best way to display your official flags
Elegant design
Available in gold or silver
Appropriate flags can be supplied
DIPLO silver 2 poles

Round base for 1, 2, 3, 5 or 6 poles
Optional with flag spreader to drape the flag

DIPLO gold 3 poles
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click to the website for more details

Flags
A Classic
Looking for an official flag? Then Brandspot is the place for you! We can supply the
flags of all the 195 countries in the world, as well as the flags of several regions.
For official EU institutions, we have created a special package containing the 28 member states flags of the European Union and the official EU flag. The EU member states
flags are immediately available from stock, other flags are made to order.
Customised flags and specific sizes can be produced according to your wishes.
We can provide you with the corresponding indoor or outdoor flagpoles.
STANDARDS SIZES
Flag 100 x 150 cm
Flag 150 x 225 cm
Flag 200 x 300 cm
Flag 400 x 600 cm
or any size upon request

click to the website for more details
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Tableflags

A stylish represetation of each
country or state.
Table flags offer an elegant way of getting noticed at
a congress, seminar or press conference. They are also
indispensable at diplomatic meetings.

We can deliver all flag of the world with the right colors.
Flags can be ordered as from 10 pieces.

click to the website for more details
DIPLOMATIC PRO

TABLE FLAG
DOUBLESIDED

TWIN TABLE FLAG
DOUBLESIDED

TABLE BANNER

Pole 42 cm
silver pole and base
Flag: 25 x 15 cm

Pole 30 cm
silver pole and base
Flag: 22,5 x 15 cm

Base with 2 pole 30 cm
silver color
2 Flags: 22,5 x 15 cm

Table banner with hoist
Height 30cm
Flag size: 10 x 20 cm

Carflags
The diplomatic car flag is destined for diplomats and
government institutions who wish to equip a car with an
official flag.

Highest quality
Drive speed up to 120 km/h
Flag size 20 x 30 cm

click to the website for more details
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Magnetic

With screw

Wall mounted
flagpole

Displaying your official flag on your
façade.
These flagpoles are mounted on a façade and are intended for the
display official flags at embassies, official residences, local authorities
or headquarters offices.

WALL-MOUNTED FLAGPOLES

WALL-MOUNTED FLAGPOLE
WITH WINDOW ARM

WALL-MOUNTED FLAGPOLE 48 MM
WITH ARM

WALL MOUNTED FLAGPOLE 60 MM WITH
HOISTABLE GALLOW SYSTEM

Flagpole 48 mm; length 3 m and 4 m
Flagpole 38 mm length 1,5 m, 2 m, 3 m
Flag is fixed with hooks or rope
Wall plate 30° degree angle for 1 or 2
poles

Cylindrical flagpole 60 mm, lenght 6 m
Width window arm around your window
or balcony

Flagpole length 3 m and 4 m
With hoistable arm of 80 or 100 cm
For flag finished with a sleeve
With a weigh to keep the flag down
Wall plate 30° degree angle

Flagpole length 3,5 and 4 m
With hoistable arm of 80 or 100 cm
You can tear down the gallow and have
easy access to the flag

Highest quality and safety waranties
Professional installation by Brandspot team
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click to the website for more details

Flagpoles

Choose the most appropriate
flagpole for your flag
Freestanding flagpoles, installed in the garden or
parkingplace in front of your representation, Embassy
or residence.
We are happy to advise you about the most appropriate type of flagpole depending on the location, length
and size of flag.
All flagpoles are frofessionally assembled and installed
on your premises by our experienced Brandspot installation team.

Highest quality and safety waranties
We can advise you the appropriate flags

FLAGPOLE WITH ROPE

FLAGPOLE ANTI THEFT

The rope is at the outside
of the flagpole and goes
throug the top.
Final, rope and rope fastner for attachment of the
flag.

The halyard is inside the
pole
The rope can be accessed
only when opening a small
anti-theft door on the pole,
closed with a key. The cam
cleat is inside the pole.
The flag cannot be stolen,
and this avoids the noice of
the rope on the pole.

click to the website for more details

according to the flagpole chosen
Professional installation by Brandspot team
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AVAILABLE LENGHTS
6m-7m-8m
cylindrical 60 mm /conical 60-114 mm 7 m
10 m conical 60-145 mm
12 m conical 60-145 mm

COLORS
Grey, anodized
White, RAL 9010, powder coated

Presentation systems

FLEXWALL

BANNER DISPLAYS

CUSTOM PRINTED TABLECLOTHS

POLE BARRIER BLACK

FOLDABLE BROCHURE STANDARD

Display wall with high-quality
printed textile. Advantage : no
reflexion of camera flashes.
Different shapes and sizes available. 2,2 m high and from 2 to 6 m
wide.

Bannerdisplays or portable presentation systems like rollup banners
are ideal for all kind of presentations.

We provide table covers that are
an easy and cost-effective way to
show your organisation or nation

H: 100 cm , L barrier: 2m

Brochure Holders are ideal for
making the most out of an existing
stand.
Collapsible for easy transportation.
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Brandspot has a showroom just outside Brussels Airport where you can
see the products and discuss your project. Book your visit now!
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